March 11, 2021


Re: Agenda and YouTube Link for Status Conference on Tuesday, March 16, 2021

Agenda

1) Hawaiian Electric Summary of Reliability Assessment in Initial Update and Proposed Contingency Actions (15 mins)

2) HNEI Update to Reliability Analysis (15 mins)

3) Discussion of Action Items to Accelerate Phase 1 and 2 Projects by 3 and 6 months

   A) 15 minutes for each Developer (either individually, or through their counsel) to discuss their action items list:

   (i) 174 Power Global – Hoʻohana Solar 1 LLC (2018-0431) and Kupehau Solar, LLC (2020-0138)


   (iii) AES Distributed Energy – AES West Oahu Solar, LLC (2019-0050) and Waiawa Phase 2 Solar LLC (2020-0137) – AES Distributed Energy

   (iv) Longroad Energy Holdings, LLC – Mahi Solar, LLC (2020-0140)

4) Hawaiian Electric Response to HNEI Presentation and Developers’ comments/ideas (15 mins)

5) State Energy Office (Scott Glenn) – Discussion of SEO’s role in coordinating efforts regarding AES Plant retirement (up to 15 mins)

6) Consumer Advocate comments/questions on all presentations (15 mins)

7) Commissioners and Commission staff comments/questions on all presentations (15 mins)
The Commission recognizes that if every party/stakeholder that is allotted time on this Agenda uses their full time, or if the Consumer Advocate or Commission comment/question portion of the Status Conference takes longer than scheduled, this Status Conference may run longer than 2 hours. Parties/stakeholders should come prepared to continue participating in the Status Conference beyond the 2 hours, as the importance of this issue and discussions require.

**YouTube link for Public Viewing of Status Conference:**¹


¹The Commission will separately share the Webex log-in information with Status Conference participants.
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